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Luke Abrams served as a worship
leader for nearly ten years at Mars
Hill Church in Seattle, WA. He
began at Mars Hill when the church
was roughly 100 people and wrote
many of the songs still sung there
and at other Acts 29 churches
today.

Introductions
I led worship at Mars Hill Fellowship
in Seattle for over 6 years and have
written a number of worship songs.
The Lord tells us to sing new songs
to Him, and it is a good thing to write new worship songs, especially if the church is
new or going through a season of change. Worship is our response to the Lord, and
writing songs relevant to the season and to the congregation is extremely powerful.

Synopsis
This is not a “how to” on songwriting, but rather on writing worship songs.

Worship songs tend to stick around for centuries, if
they're good ones.
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Obviously, basic songwriting talent is required to write a good worship song, and
musical ability does not hurt either. Know your audience, play your instrument well,
these are good pointers, but out of the scope of this article. The focus here will be
on how to write a song that people can best worship to.

Disclaimer
A how to article about art is difficult. How to write a book, how to paint a
masterpiece – these are not as straightforward as how to change your oil or how to
put together a boy band. By definition, art is not formulaic, so take this not as a
recipe for song craftsmanship, but as a set of filters that I use to determine
whether a song I have written meets the quality bar. These are my opinions, and
therefore, may not prove relevant, but hopefully, they will be of some assistance to
aspiring worship leaders.

The “how to” part I keep talking about
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1. A good worship song is singable.
If no one sings, it’s not worship.

Worship songs are different then other songs in one distinct category – there are
way more singers than musicians. Everyone in the congregation should be able to –
and want to – sing along to the song.

How do you know if a song is singable? The “yeah duh” answer is if people sing to
it. Though this doesn’t always tell, you should see some songs that people
consistently sing along with, and others that they consistently don’t. Ask yourself
the difference between these two songs, and I think you’ll see some of the things in
this article.

Why does a song have to be singable? The congregation is not the audience, and
the leaders are not performers. When worshipping, we are all one body lifting up
our voices to the Lord. As singers and instrument players, our whole job as worship
leaders is to encourage as many people as possible to worship, and this is usually
manifested through singing.

A singable song is in a good key. Nuts and bolts – if a song is too low or too high,
less people will sing along. The same goes for a song with a wide range.
Sometimes, it is hard to remember that most members of your church are probably
not musicians or singers, and if the song is all over the place, it can be intimidating
to sing along with.

A good worship song should be fun to sing. Nuts and bolts – if a song is not fun to
sing along with, less people will. The most important test here is the shower test –
would you sing the song in the shower? Similar test – if the power went out in the
church on Sunday, and you had to lead the congregation in a cappella worship,
would the song fly? A strong melody is the backbone of a good worship song.

Clumsy phrasing should also be avoided. Putting too many words in a song or
having awkward pauses or drawn out syllables can make it more difficult to sing
along with.

Slight tangent on PowerPoint – Words have to be seen to be sung. Nuts and bolts –
if the lyrics to the song are not made visible to the congregation in an easy and
immediate way, they won’t sing as much. PowerPoint is a beautiful thing – if you
have the means, use it. It adds the possibility of a whole other dimension to
worship – visual. Artists in our church that have a knack for beauty of the eye
participate with the musicians in ways that are inspiring. If you instead use
handouts or some other means of textual delivery, the same rules apply. Make sure
that the lyrics are large enough for everyone to read and are in a clear font with a
high contrast background. Keep in mind people in the back of the room, poor
eyesight, bad lighting, etc. Take the extra time to make sure that the lyrics on the
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slides are the same (and in the right order) as the ones you sing. Also, regularly
correct any spelling or grammatical errors – these distract during worship,
interrupting the flow.

2. A good worship song is captivating.
If everyone’s minds are wandering, it’s not worship.

This is a little more than nuts and bolts – and can be quite subjective, like asking,
“Is that painting beautiful?” Hopefully, I can explain what makes a worship song
captivating to me, and that will prove of some use.

Worship happens when people recognize the awesome majesty of God and respond.
This happens all the time, and mostly without music – hiking, driving, washing
dishes – all can be worship. Additionally, it is not your job as a worship leader to
“make” people worship or to convince them to. I always start with the assumption
that the congregation wants to and knows how to worship. It is my job to capture
their attention and direct it to God.

The problem: worship hypnotism. Even if you’ve done the first part right and made
a singable song so that people are standing, singing, smiling, it does not mean that
they are worshipping. If a song has been played too often or is too familiar, often
the lyrics can wash right over the worshippers, and they never contemplate the
meaning or meditate on how it applies to them. Repetition is the constant enemy
and companion of the worship leader. A worship band that plays regularly needs
20-40 songs that they can play at the drop of a hat and about twice that many in
reserve – ready to go after a touchup. Playing a song repeatedly, especially right
after it is written, can be very helpful in generating familiarity and comfort.
However, if you play the same song every week for three months, it will become
harder and harder to worship to.

Worship hypnotism can also be caused by bland lyrics. This goes back to know your
audience – if they are reasonably intelligent, don’t challenge them with gems like,

“Lord, You are good. Oh, Lord, You are so good. Good Lord, Your goodness is so
good. I will sing about Your goodness because You are so good.”

Yes, you can worship to this, but the number of people that mentally check out and
the blandness of the lyrics are directly proportional.

3. A good worship song has Christ-centered lyrics.
If the lyrics aren’t focusing the attention on Christ, it’s not worship.

This doesn’t mean that you can only write songs about Jesus or that you even have
to say His name in the song. It does mean that the sum total of the worship
experience should be to direct admiration and adulation where it belongs – God.
Even if you have written a singable and captivating song where everyone is way
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into it, if your lyrics are about robotic puppy helmets, you’ve defeated the whole
purpose.

As for me, I’ve all but decided never to write lyrics again. I’m not that good at it
anyway, plus there is a far superior source of worship material: Scripture. I’ve
fallen head over heels in love with God by reading His word and hearing Him speak
directly to me through it. Scripture has this magical property to it that isn’t
inherently obvious in small chunks – it is God breathed. They are just words
connected together like any others, but they hold up to every angle, every thought,
every problem – they are Truth. If you write enough lyrics, you will eventually tell
lies and blaspheme and a host of other nasty things because you are not perfect.
Scripture is, and it is more powerful than your lyrics ever could be.

Songs are a perfect medium for Scripture memorization as well. How many Def
Leppard or Michael Jackson songs do you know by heart? Dumb, painful lyrics
forever etched into your memory banks by a catchy tune. How much better if it
were Proverbs or Romans?

Therefore, I recommend taking Scripture and writing your lyrics from it. It can be
difficult to take Scripture and put it 100% identical into your song (see the section
on clumsy, awkward wording) though if you can manage it, that’s the ideal. I would
not go so far as to say that the only acceptable worship song is one that is taken
directly from Scripture. Instead, I say that my songs are inspired by Scripture –
and that makes them more suitable for worship.

Conclusion
Writing a great worship song is an experience that cannot be equaled. Having a
song get played on the radio or MTV is all fine and good, but that music is
disposable. Worship songs tend to stick around for centuries, if they’re good ones.
Some say that music is the language of the soul, and it is true that something
magical happens when you respond to God with your voices in song – He shows
up.  
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Great article!! Considering the bland, pronoun-filled songs that come across the stage
today Luke Abrams has got a hit here in declaring that we should take Scripture and
write songs from it! What a concept!! When I got saved in 1979 that's what we were
singing. Somehow in the intervening decades we've lost focus. Songwriters and
worship leaders should memorize this article, then discard the error-filled, pronoun-
filled drivel that passes for music today.
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